Gaining confidence to reopen
and manage risks in the postpandemic business economy
Cognizant Safe Buildings provides highly
customizable, Azure-enabled tools that
enable robust monitoring and visualization
of health and hygiene parameters for almost
any environment.

Inspire trust

Manage
compliance risk

Trace & target

Help employees and
customers not only be
safer but feel safer by
demonstrating a commitment
to their health and safety.

Know when precautionary guidelines
are being violated in real time and
identify areas that can be adapted for
better distancing, capacity, and “safe”
healthy behavior compliance.

Understand who and
proximity distance to people
in their space, where they
have been, and who they
have had contact with.

USE CASE: Keeping employees safe at a large
North American business offices
The pandemic has every company that operates in a physical
space rethinking how to reopen or adapt their environments for
workers and customers to feel safe and risk-free. Figuring out how
to mitigate risks is now critical to businesses everywhere. For a
company with sprawling buildings in several major cities, the
challenge is keeping employees safe while maintaining high levels
of productivity. With Cognizant Safe Buildings, the organization
has access to a comprehensive solution that combines layering of
prevention controls with instrumentation, data analytics, and
technology to help make their buildings smarter - creating safer,
healthier working environments that inspire trust and mitigate risk
in meaningful ways now and into the future.

Ready to provide a safer environment for your employees and customers?
 Learn about Cognizant Smart Buildings by visiting
www.cognizant.com/connectedplaces.
 Contact john.enderle@cognizant.com or IoTMSFT@Cognizant.com to connect with
the Cognizant sales team.

About Cognizant
Cognizant is one of the world's leading professional services companies, transforming clients' business, operating, and
technology models for the digital era. We help clients build digital businesses and innovate products that create new value –
by using sensing, insights, software, and experience to deliver on what customers demand in the digital age. Through IoT we
connect the digital and physical worlds to make smart, efficient, and safe products, operations, and enterprises. Leveraging
data, analytics, and AI, we drive intelligent decisions and anticipate where markets and customers are going next. Then we use
those insights, combining design and software to deliver the experiences that consumers expect of their brands. Learn more
about how we’re engineering the modern enterprise at cognizant.com/IoT.

